
Acts 9:36-43   36 Now in Joppa there was a disciple whose name was Tabitha, which in Greek is Dorcas. 
She was devoted to good works and acts of charity. 37 At that time she became ill and died. When they 
had washed her, they laid her in a room upstairs. 38 Since Lydda was near Joppa, the disciples, who 
heard that Peter was there, sent two men to him with the request, “Please come to us without delay.” 
39 So Peter got up and went with them, and when he arrived, they took him to the room upstairs. All 
the widows stood beside him, weeping and showing tunics and other clothing that Dorcas had made 
while she was with them. 40 Peter put all of them outside, and then he knelt down and prayed. He 
turned to the body and said, “Tabitha, get up.” Then she opened her eyes, and seeing Peter, she sat up. 
41 He gave her his hand and helped her up. Then calling the saints and widows, he showed her to be 
alive. 42 This became known throughout Joppa, and many believed in the Lord. 43 Meanwhile, he stayed 
in Joppa for some time with a certain Simon, a tanner. 
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I’d like to begin by wishing a very Happy Mother’s Day to all those women in our lives who have 
mothered us and cared for us across the years.  I know it’s a hard time to be a mom – at least, I find it 
so.  When my kids where little, I thought parenting would get easier as they got older.  And in some 
ways, it did.  They could do their own laundry, prepare their own snacks, and communicate their 
feelings.  But then I found myself struggling to know when and how to navigate social media, or to 
expose them to hard conversations around sexuality, gender, race, and politics, or what to pay for and 
what to pass on, both in terms of gadgets and experiences.  Today is my first Mother’s Day as a mother 
of all adult children.  Izzy is now 18, about to graduate from high school, planning to take some time off 
from schooling because she is still trying to discern her calling for what’s next.  And although that 
challenges me a bit, I applaud her for knowing her own mind, and for knowing when she doesn’t.  
Cathy’s about to embark on a 10-week internship in Atlanta, Georgia.  Which is thrilling, and 
wonderful, and just a little bit terrifying.  I mean, we don’t know anyone in Atlanta!  But that’s 
parenting an adult kid, I guess.   

But as challenging as it is to send my 21-year-old off to a new experience, it occurs to me that 
maybe terrifying is contextual.  I’ve been thinking about parents in Ukraine, and all the things their 
children have seen and experienced in these past three months.  I can’t even begin to the imagine the 
heartache, trauma, and suffering that families there are enduring.  I hear that there are still children 
stuck in that last stand factory in Mariupol.  That’s a better definition of terrifying.  But it makes my 
heart ache. 

And my heart aches as I witness the terror and animosity unfolding in our nation this week as news 
erupts out of Washington DC of a leaked Supreme Court decision that would overturn Roe v. Wade.  I 
ache knowing that just saying something is going to cause some of you to tune me out without another 
thought.  Yet, to ignore it feels theologically and morally irresponsible.  Nobody I’ve ever met likes 
abortion.  I am appalled to think there are woman who rely on it as a form of birth control – who abort 
time again without ever letting it penetrate their conscience.  Because such women do exist.  But I’m 
equally appalled at the thought of an 11-year-old incest victim being forced to give birth in the 6th 
grade, or a rape victim forever connected via offspring to one who took her by force, or a couple 
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having no choice in whether to carry an unviable pregnancy to full term only to go through the 
heartache of delivery and loss.  But in all those cases, and so many more, it’s not my call. I am appalled 
that everyone is good and angry on both sides, which raises funds but doesn’t confront the 
complexities before us and doesn’t offer lasting solutions.  The sad fact is that many Americans could 
live with legislation that landed on middle ground, but our leadership of all parties can’t seem to find 
the moral backbone to get us there.  I’m appalled that compromise has become synonymous with 
selling out when it used to be the true art and foundation of political discourse.  And I’m appalled that 
we, as a society, show so little interest and so much cynicism when it comes to financially investing in 
the social programs, systems, and resources that have been proven to demonstrably and substantially 
lower abortion rates and the cycle of poverty.  More than anything, I long for a thriving, fruitful, moral, 
compassionate country.  But to achieve such a nation is expensive and requires investment and 
sacrifice.  It doesn’t just happen. 

In our scripture lesson this morning, we meet a woman who has invested herself in the community 
around her.  She knows that the world she longs for won’t just happen, and so she has given herself to 
good works and acts of charity.  She has sacrificed.  She has surely suffered.  We have only these few 
verses about her, but they reveal much about her character and they have something to teach us 
today.   

Let’s start with the names.  We get a clue in the first seven words of our lesson:  Now in Joppa 
there was a disciple…  She’s a disciple.  We don’t know her back story – how she came to know the 
love, the grace, the saving power of Jesus Christ, but it has taken root in her heart and her life, and she 
lives that faith in caring for the poor.  She “…holds the distinction of being the only woman in the New 
Testament who is specifically referred to as a disciple… We must be careful not to miss the significance 
of this description because it represents a radical departure from the roles and status of women in the 
New Testament community… Not only does it illustrate the use of ordinary circumstances to bring 
about miraculous results, but it illustrates God's willingness to use persons regardless of their gender 
for service.”  [adapted from “A Living Witness” by Rodney Thomas Smothe, www.Sermons.com.]  So she’s a disciple.   

Robin Gallaher Branch notes that, “…Luke introduces her with a double name: Tabitha (in Aramaic) 
and Dorcas (in Greek).  Both mean gazelle.  The doubling highlights her ministry to both Jewish and 
Hellenistic believers, something noted earlier in Acts 6:1 and emphasized throughout Acts.  She has 
brought together two communities of widows that are elsewhere in Acts at odds with one another.  
And so the placement of Tabitha’s story serves as a transition in the fulfillment of Jesus’ command to 
his disciples to “be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the 
earth” (Acts 1:8).  Her name (Gazelle) may also indicate that she is a woman of energy, grace, beauty 
and speed. [adapted from “Tabitha in the Bible” by Robin Gallaher Branch, December 23, 2021, 

https://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ people-cultures-in-the-bible/people-in-the-bible/tabitha-in-the-bible/].  So 
her name tells us that she may be the kind of person who gets a lot done, and that she is one who can 
cross boundaries and bring together different people through compassionate work. 

Except, that’s it’s all come to a grinding halt, presumably well before anticipated.  Tabitha has died 
unexpectedly.  The community is in shock.  Understand something here:  widows and orphans at that 
time and place were nearly powerless.  In a patriarchal society, a woman without a husband or male 
family member to look out for her had little opportunity for income or employment.  She depended on 
the charity of others, as did her children.  This is why the Hebrew Scriptures stress over and over again 
the need to care for the widow, the orphan, and the foreigner in the land.  Tabitha takes that to heart.  
Given that there is no mention of a husband or other family in her home, it is possible Tabitha is a 
widow herself.  But she appears to either have resources of her own, or have the trust of the Christian 
Community in Joppa, because her home operates as a haven to others.  Out of it, she runs a homeless 
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shelter, soup kitchen, and clothing pantry.  She provides a place of community and safety for women 
and children that would otherwise be destitute.  Her death could well mean their death, too.   

Peter is ministering in Lydda, a mere 10 miles away.  When witnesses from Joppa bring word to 
Peter of Tabitha’s death and ask him to come, he does.  He makes the trip, he meets the widows.  He 
hears their stories and sees the treasures they hold up as memories of Tabitha’s work among them.  
These are not the tears of professional mourners.  These are not the flowery speeches of dignitaries 
and leaders.  As we read of what Peter encounters in Joppa, we’re given a brief, fleeting glance at the 
real dynamics of ministry on the ground in Joppa – there’s emotion and connection and love.  My guess 
is that in addition to works of charity – meals and clothes and beds and safety – Tabitha has been a 
listening ear, offering hugs and friendship and advice and understanding.  No wonder they grieve.   

And when he’s heard the stories and seen the memories and shared the tears, Peter puts everyone 
out of the room.  I love what David J. Kalas says about that.   

He writes, “…As a pastor, I have seen a number of occasions when a loved one has wanted to be 
alone with the body of the deceased.  They wanted an opportunity to say a personal and a private 
good-bye; to say some things that ought not have an audience.  

“But this was not Peter's circumstance.  He was not among the bereft.  He didn't know Tabitha; at 
least, not well.  Why, then, would he send everyone away? Why would he seek to clear the room and 
be alone with the body?  

“Because that's what he had seen Jesus do.  
“Years before, when Peter and the rest of the twelve had accompanied Jesus all along the dusty 

roads of Galilee, Peter had been in a similar bedroom.  The twelve-year-old daughter of Jairus had 
died, and the house was full of mourners.  But Jesus sent them out of the room.  And then, 
accompanied only by a select few disciples and the grieving parents themselves, Jesus spoke to the 
little girl.  And in speaking to her, he raised her to life.  

“So, now, the disciple follows the example set by his Master.”  [5 ¶s from “The Good Works We Leave 

Behind” by David J. Kalas, www.Sermons.com.]  He prays.  He speaks:  Tabitha, anistémi (ἀνίστημι), which 
means Tabitha Arise, and he presents her alive to the others in the house, all utilizing remarkably 
similar language to the description of Jesus’ resurrection in Luke 24.   

Rev. Rodney Thomas Smothe explains the meaning like this:  “Faith in the promise of God to raise 
those who died in Christ to new life again, and faith is the power of resurrection in life's everyday 
disappointments.  While our lesson tells of the personal resurrection of Tabitha, it also reveals the 
communal resurrections for the widows, once the down-trodden of the community, now a diverse, 
strong, thriving oasis of hope and new life.  The resurrection of Tabitha represented hope in the midst 
of despair, faith in the midst of failure, victory in the midst of defeat.…”  

“This miracle of resurrection became known all over the region of Joppa, and many people believed 
in the Lord. Some have said that a picture is worth a thousand words. Tabitha became a visible picture; 
a living witness of the resurrection power of God.  Tabitha became a living witness, not only of divine 
power over sickness and death, but also to the healing that God can bring to the brokenness in our 
lives and societies…  Today, we are being challenged to become living witnesses by acts of compassion 
and love. We are challenged to let the picture of our lives tell a story of grace and healing.  [2 ¶s adapted 

from “A Living Witness” by Rodney Thomas Smothe, www.Sermons.com.]   
Tabitha teaches us to embrace others in need, regardless of background.  She shows us a 

community of marked by friendship, belonging, and mutual aid.  She witnesses to the power of 
resurrection, not just in moments of death, but in the ordinary course of life.  And she enlivens for us a 
picture of love in action. 
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I want to close this morning with a story from Keith Wagner, who writes, “…There once was a 
young woman who gave birth to a baby boy.  Just after her son’s baptism, a ragged old man came to 
her, and offered to grant her one wish on behalf of her son.  Thinking only the best for her baby, the 
woman wished that her son would always be loved by everyone he met.  The old man said, "so be it," 
and vanished.  It turned out just as he said. 

“As the boy grew, everyone loved him so much that he never lacked for anything.  Yet, things did 
not turn out as expected.  As adored and admired as the young man was, he experienced a terrible 
emptiness within him.  He could have anything he wanted, just by asking, but he had no real friends.  
He never knew the joy of a day’s work or an achievement richly rewarded.  His neighbors took care of 
all his needs.  The young man became cynical, jaded and selfish as none of his actions ever brought him 
any negative consequences. 

“But eventually a day came when his mother died.  At the funeral, the same mysterious old man 
appeared and offered the young man one wish.  The young man thought about it for a moment, and 
then asked that his mother’s original wish for him be changed.  Rather than being loved by everyone 
he met, the young man asked for the power to love everyone he met. And, the story goes, from that 
day forward he knew happiness such as few on this earth have ever known.  [from Keith Wagner, The 

Promise of Listening, illustrations for Year C, Easter IV, www.Sermons.com.] 
Beloved, when that young man’s wish is truly ours as well, we too, will anistémi – Arise – and truly 

live.  May it be so.  Amen. 


